
'An actress at heart, a vocalist in life'. That’s how vocalist 
Sevine describes herself. Chantal Goya, Broadway 
musicals, Louis de Funes and Charles Aznavour were all 
unsuspecting imaginary friends who would later influence 
the performer she had set out to become.  

Throughout a trajectory made up of travels and ever-
changing landscapes, Sevine has lent her vocal abilities to 
a number of collaborations, ranging from an Oriental 
remake of Nina Simone’s ‘My Baby Just Cares for Me’ to 
being resident vocalist and performer at Beirut’s notorious 
Music Hall for over 2 years. 

In 2013, Sevine started a 2-year residency at Doha’s Jazz at 
Lincoln Center, sharing the stage with the likes of 
Dominick Farinacci, Christian Tamburr, Gregory Generet, 
and members of the Qatar Philharmonic Orchestra. 

2016 saw Sevine release her multilingual debut album Je 
Grandis under the artistic direction of Mike Massy. It was 
featured as album of the month on itunes (November 
2016). 

Her debut single and video ‘Ana Mech Fenneneh’ (I’m not 
a bimbo’) was released to wide acclaim from press, both 
local and regional.  

Inspired by jazz, French chanson and 19th century Paris, 
Sevine’s live performance is always delightfully witty, theatrical, 
modern and timeless all at the same time.  

Her multicultural background has earned her a special spot in 
her current hometown of Barcelona where she is sought after 
for her versatility and ability to sing in several languages.  

Her current projects include Una Noche Francesa - pure French 
jazz and swing under the direction of Trumpeter and composer 
David Pastor, Chérie B, an intimate French chanson piano-vocal 
duo founded with Swiss pianist and composer Gilles Estoppey, 
Sympathique, a delightfully elegant quintet inspired by vintage 
Latin American scenery and music, jazz and the melting pot that 
is Barcelona, and Emoción - a classical tango-inspired 
crossover ensemble with members of the Qatar Philharmonic 
Orchestra with whom she recentlly had her US premiere at 
Dizzy’s - Lincoln Center, New York.  

Besides performing, Sevine produces and hosts an award-
winning documentary web series ‘Sev & the City’. The series 
showcases the best of Barcelona's music and arts scene 
through Sevine’s personal perspective as a musician and a 
foreigner.  

‘It’s all about telling stories - your own and other people’s. 
Whatever the story, we always connect through love, loss and 

the struggle of being human’ - Sevine 
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Vocalist, lyricist, Performer
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“Sevine always gives 110%, and brings out her deepest emotions in every song she 
sings.” - Dominick Farinacci: Global Music Ambassador to Jazz at Lincoln Center  

“We have been playing jazz in Doha for over 10 years and the arrival of Sevine has 
been a breath of fresh air. Her sultry voice and mastery of jazz standards, bossa 
nova and delicate ballads never fail to engage her audience. She has a 
huge musical presence and a joy to work with on and off the stage.” - Chris Coull: 
Founder of the ensemble Doha Jazz. 

HIGHLIGHTS 

LA VOZ (2020) 

Jazz at Lincoln Center New York debut (2019) 

‘Je Grandis - The Live Sessions’ EP (2018) 

’38, Rue des Petites Morts’, single (2018) 

‘Je Grandis’ - album (2016) 

VIDEOS  

LA VOZ ESPAÑA 

LA VOZ BLIND AUDITIONS 

38, RUE DES PETITES MORTS 

ROXANNE  

THE AUTUMN LEAVES 

CURRENT PROJECTS 

UNA NOCHE FRANCESA - he only one of its kind in Barcelona. Classic French 
chanson with modern jazz arrangements  

CHÉRIE B - intimate ballads, French songs from the 80’s, childhood memories, 
smells of the Swiss mountains and Beirut’s impetuous character. 

EMOCIÓN - classical crossover with a weakness for Piazzolla 

SYMPATHIQUE - a celebration of music from different backgrounds and stories 
all coming together through a common love of jazz and Latin rhythms 

ITUNES.                 SPOTIFY.                     DEEZER.                        AMAZON 

WEB.                          YOUTUBE.                   FACEBOOK.                    INSTAGRAM.  
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	CHÉRIE B - intimate ballads, French songs from the 80’s, childhood memories, smells of the Swiss mountains and Beirut’s impetuous character.

